geospatial intelligence

“The combination of full-text and geospatial queries sets Knowvation GSTM apart from many
other geospatial content management system. The geospatial search and discovery
capability has made the system a trusted all-source tool relied upon by government
agencies with large GIS and satellite imagery archives.”
			– Rob Lundahl, VP, Automated Systems Division, ATR Corporation

Knowvation GS, a geospatial content management system (GeoCMS), provides discovery, exploitation
and dissemination advantages, enhancing the efficiency of geospatial analysts. The combination of
powerful query tools and intuitive interfaces allows more time to analyze information, leading geospatial
analysts to make better decisions and create high quality intelligence products quickly.
Geospatial Industry Challenges
■

Slow data retrieval—Too often geospatial
analysts spend more time looking for all-source
materials than they do analyzing the data
once it is found.

■

All-source data needs to be discovered timely
and organized efficiently for building products
on demand—Analysts are often tasked with
monitoring large Areas of Interest (AOI). The
data being fed to them is enormous and
they never know when something will require
investigation into a specific area or time period.

Knowvation GS
■

Locate all-source data on demand—
Knowvation GS combines full text and geospatial
AOI search to locate required information
quickly, efficiently and accurately. Pattern,
Concept and Boolean search capabilities
search for thoughts and not just words.

■

Simplified product development—Knowvation
GS gives users the ability to organize and tag
data easily. Metadata is created automatically
upon ingestion and favorite objects found can
be assigned to a folder hierarchy.

■

Support the Activity Based Intelligence (ABI)
approach to data analysis—Support ABI by
identifying a needle in a haystack when no predefined target has been selected. The analysts
need to seek out any interesting connections
in any and all types of data.

■

ABI implementation—Knowvation GS allows
for non-geospatial data to be geotagged,
providing AOI discovery of all source data.
Time-lapse chipping of AOI imagery data
provides a “quick look” analysis supporting
persistent surveillance requirements.   

■

IT support for data loads—Data ingestion must
be performed by analysts without IT assistance.

■

Easy and rapid data loading—Knowvation
provides a hot folder that allows data feeds
or copy processes to ingest files and create
metadata without human assistance.

How Knowvation GS Works

Powerful Search Options

Intuitive User
Interface

Security

Visual Geospatial
Search
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PDF
Foreign Language Support

OCR on Ingest
Records Management

Audits and Reports
Metadata Editing

Services
The PTFS team provides implementation, maintenance, training and support services for Knowvation, as
well as integration services as required to support any unique customer environment. PTFS also has an
internal digitization service bureau which performs classified and unclassified conversion services and
analysis for more than 100 Government organizations.

About PTFS

With more than 500 partnerships and installations for clients internationally, PTFS offers customized and
proven content management solutions. Our core products include KnowvationTM, BibliovationTM and
DronewareTM. To help organizations focus on their core missions, we also offer highly technical teams that
streamline the process to implement and maintain custom solutions that best meet their needs.
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